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90CM TALL 
CLASSIC PLANTERS



CLASSIC
The Classic Planters have a tapered design and are unadorned for a more contemporary feel. 
The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural 

oxidisation process to develop an aged patina. 
The Classic range look beatutiful when used in both a contemporary and traditional garden setting.

  PL040PS  Small - 40x40x40  10kg  £275 
  PL050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  16kg  £345 
  PL060PS  Large - 60x60x60  23kg  £495 
  PL090PT  Tall - 40x40x90   19kg  £425 
  PL120PT  Tall - 50x50x120  32kg  £495 
  PL100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  25kg  £595

PLANTERS



LION HEAD
An elegant tapered planter in heavy gauge steel dipped in molten zinc with a cast embellishment 

of a Lion’s Head on the front face, inspired by 19th century Flemish design. The Lion Head planters make 
a wonderful addition to any garden and can be used for many different purposes such as defining an 

entrance, lining a walkway or accenting a courtyard. The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over 
time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process.

  LH040PS  Small - 40x40x40  11kg  £295
  LH050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  17kg  £375 
  LH060PS  Large - 60x60x60  24kg  £525 
  LH090P T  Tall - 40x40x90   20kg  £445 
  LH120PT  Tall - 50x50x120  33kg  £525 
  LH100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  26kg  £595

PLANTERS
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APG

MEDIUM 
ENGLISH PLANTERS



ENGLISH

These planters are traditionally English in shape and feel, having straight sides and a square panelled 
detail on all four faces. The English is a classic design with a detailed moulding on the top and bottom. 

It is a more simplistic version of our Belgian Circle planter, classic and understated. 
The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the 

natural oxidisation process. 

  ENG040PS  Small - 40x40x40  14kg  £325
  ENG050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  22kg  £395 
  ENG060PS  Large - 60x60x60  35kg  £495 
  ENG070PS  X-Large - 70x70x70  45kg  £675
  ENG100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  32kg  £645 

PLANTERS



BELGIAN CIRCLE

The simple yet elegant design inspired by Flemish design is on all four sides. 
The stunning Belgian Circle planters make a real focal point in any garden, courtyard or entrance way. 

The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the 
natural oxidisation process. 

  BC040PS  Small - 40x40x40  15kg  £345
  BC050PS  Medium - 50x50x50  23kg  £425
  BC060PS  Large - 60x60x60  38kg  £525
  BC070PS  X-Large - 70x70x70  49kg  £695
  BC100TR  Trough - 100x40x50  33kg  £675

PLANTERS
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OXFORD

The Oxford is simple and understated with straight sides, offering a more 
contemporary look than some of our more traditional ranges. These planters have a rolled edged lip 
at the top and come in a variety of sizes. The planters will arrive in a weathered finish and over time 

they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process to develop an aged patina.

  OXF044PL  Small - 50x50x50  15kg  £325
  OXF059PL  Medium - 60x60x60  25kg  £495  
  OXF074PL  Large - 70x70x70  35kg  £695  
  OXF064PT  Tall - 40x40x60   15kg  £375

PLANTERS



PLANTERS

SIENNA

The latest design in our planter range, the Sienna is based on a 17th 
century design. This traditional style planter has strong lines and is 

our most intricate design yet. The planters will arrive in a weathered 
finish and over time they will  lighten due to the natural oxidisation 

process to develop an aged patina. Now we offer the Sienna in both 
a ‘Round’ & ‘Square’ Design

SIE050  Square Small - 54x54x56  34kg  £495
SIE060  Square Medium - 65x65x67 46kg  £645 
SIE070  Square Large - 75x75x78 58kg  £795
SIE-R-S  Round Small - 60dia x 50h 40kg  £695
SIE-R-M  Round Medium - 70dia x 60h 52kg  £795
SIE-R-L  Round Large - 80dia x 70h 64kg  £895



SMALL
SIENNA PLANTER
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MAYFAIR PLANTERS



MAYFAIR PLANTERS
Another new addition to our range of planters. The Mayfair offers the best of both worlds,

working well in either a traditional or contemporary garden. With a simple ‘X’ design 
on all four sides, it is uncluttered and stylish with a simple top rim and base.

   Small  50x50x50cm   Weight 26kg  £395
   Medium 60x60x60cm  Weight 33kg £495
   Large  70x70x70cm  Weight 46kg £595

PLANTERS



BATH PLANTERS
The latest addition to the Bath range is our new contemporary 
planter in three sizes.  These planters have a circular perforated 

detail on each corner which gives them a 
unique style and look. 

Small  50x50x50cm  Weight 25kg  £395
Medium 60x60x60cm Weight 31kg   £495
Large  70x70x70cm Weight 37kg   £595



SMALL
MAYFAIR PLANTERS



SMALL, MEDIUM AND LARGE
RAVELLO PLANTERS



RAVELLO

Simple clean lines are the key element of these contemporary round planters. The Ravello planters are 
available in three sizes with the common theme that all of the planters are wider than they are tall. 

These circular planters look stunning when used to define entrances and staircases, also one of each size 
grouped in their descending height as a three can create a statement in your outdoor space. The planters 

will arrive in a weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation 
process to develop an aged patina. 

  RAV60D  Small - 60cm Dia. x 50cm H  24kg  £495
  RAV70D  Medium - 70cm Dia. x 60cm H  33kg  £595 
  RAV80D  Large - 80cm Dia. x 70cm H  47kg  £695 

PLANTERS



QUBE

The Qube Planters are very similar to the Oxford range but without the feet and decorative rolled 
edge, giving them a far more contemporary feel. With their crisp clean lines, the Qube planters are 

perfect for the modern garden scheme. These planters arrive with a weathered Patina finish and they 
will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. 

  QUBE-PL-S  Small - 40x40x40  17kg  £295
  QUBE-PL-M  Medium - 55x55x55  24kg  £425 
  QUBE-PL-L  Large - 70x70x70  49kg  £595
  QUBE-PL-TR  Trough - 120x25x70  48kg  £595 

PLANTERS
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APG

LARGE
VERONA PLANTERS



VERONA

The Verona is a square contemporary planter with a splayed foot and simple lipping at the top. 
The Verona planters bridge the gap between traditional and contemporary, making them one of our 

most versatile designs. This planter will develop a beautiful aged patina over time giving them our 
trademark aged Lead finish. 

  VER045PS Small - 45x45x45  16kg  £295
  VER055PS Medium - 55x55x55  24kg  £375  
  VER070PS Large - 70x70x70  38kg  £595
  VER100TR Trough - 100x40x50  28kg  £625

PLANTERS



ROMA
A contemporary version of the classical urn, The Roma is an elegant hot zinc dipped hand-made 

planter.  Heavily influenced by the courtyard gardens of Rome and Venice, this stunning product is 
indeed a statement.  The Roma planters are available in two sizes and would make a dramatic 

addition to any driveway, courtyard or entrance.

   ROMA80 40x40x80 15kg  £495
   ROMA100 50x50x100 25kg  £595  

PLANTERS
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MEDIUM
EMPIRE PLANTERS



EMPIRE

An elegantly tapered planter with a raised panel on all four sides with a splayed base. The design is 
reminiscent of the art deco movement and looks stunning in any setting. The planters will arrive in a 

weathered finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. 

  EMP045PS Small - 45x45x45  19kg  £345
  EMP055PS Medium - 55x55x55  29kg  £425  
  EMP070PS Large - 70x70x70  47kg  £695  
  EMP080PT Tall- 45x45x82   32kg  £465
  EMP100TR Trough - 100x40x50  38kg  £675

PLANTERS



VERSAILLES

Heavily influenced by the gardens of Versailles, this planter is adorned with ball finials and rings, 
which gives it a very traditional look. The planters will arrive in a weathered zinc finish, but over time 
they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process. This stunning planter is indeed a statement 

and is certainly deep enough to plant a small tree. 
Bay trees (Laurus Nobilis) or Portuguese Laurel (Prunus Lusitanica) look stunning in the Versailles 

Planters. The height of the planter provides the Tree roots with room to grow, ensuring the tree can 
live healthily for many years to come.

  VER096P Versailles - 62x62x94 71kg  £1275
  VER096-X Versailles X - 62x62x94 77kg  £1395

PLANTERS



RHS CHELSEA FLOWER SHOW
2017
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SIENNA
Following on from the success of our Sienna planters we have now designed a matching 

Water Feature. With a square reservoir this fountain has the same detailed features 
as the planters with a simplified top section and three tubular spouts.

  Sienna WF 130x52x84cm   Weight 88kg £2395

WATER FEATURES





LEAF BALL

Our long awaited new Leaf Ball Water Feature is finally here. 
After many requests we have been able to produce this stunning large centre piece. Inspired by our largest leaf Ball, the water gently tumbles into a 

decorative pool where the water is recycled, creating a visual delight. This fountain is now available in two designs and two “Leaf Ball” sizes and 
includes a built in submersible pump.

    LBWF90-1 90cm Ball - Octagonal Base   100x100x110  105kg  £2995
    LBWF90-2  90cm Ball - Round Base   130cm dia x 110 H  117kg  £2995 
    LBWF70-1 70cm Ball - Octagonal Base   90x90x85  70kg  £2495
    LBWF70-2  70cm Ball - Round Base   100cm dia x 85 H  74kg  £2495 

WATER FEATURES



LEAF BALLS

The Leaf Balls are crafted using hundreds of individually cut leaves, layered and hand welded onto a spherical 
frame. As a collection or used individually, these sculptures command year round interest in the garden. These 
decorative pieces will develop a beautiful aged patina over time, giving them an antique look. These leaf balls 

will arrive in a weathered zinc finish and over time they will lighten due to the natural oxidisation process.
 

  BL025  Small - 25cm Diameter x 26cm High  5kg  £225
  BL040  Medium - 40cm Diameter x 42cm High  12kg  £325
  BL050  Large - 50cm Diameter x 52cm High  18kg  £445
  BL070  X Large - 70cm Diameter x 72cm High  35kg  £795
  BL090  XXL - 90cm Diameter x 92cm High  65kg  £995

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



XXL, XL AND LARGE
LEAF BALLS



LARGE AND SMALL
LATTICE BALLS



DECORATIVE OBJECTS

LATTICE BALLS

A contemporary sphere shaped decorative sculpture. These stunning handmade balls are available 
in five sizes which work well in groups or as individual pieces. These balls arrive in a pre weathered 

zinc finish and the colour will slightly lighten over time, giving you an old antique look straight out of 
the box. These unique sculptures allow you to plant and even illuminate from within, adding magical 

interest to a border or flower bed.
 
 LAT40D  Small - 40cm Diameter x 38cm High  6kg  £225
 LAT50D  Medium - 50cm Diameter x 48cm High  11kg  £275
 LAT60D  Large - 60cm Diameter x 57cm High  17kg  £325
 LAT80D  X Large - 80cm Diameter x 75cm High  29kg  £445
 LAT100D  XXL - 100cm Diameter x 95cm High  42kg  £595



MIRRORS

Our beautiful new range of mirrors can be used in many ways in an indoor or garden space, playing 
clever tricks with the eye, a mirror can make a space feel bigger and bring light into an enclosed 

area. Available in three sizes and shapes, offering either a traditional or contemporary look.

  MIR-01  Square - 70x12x70  16kg  £395
  MIR-02  Circle - 80 dia x 6 depth 12kg  £425
  MIR-03  Rectangle - 180x6x70  27kg  £595

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



RECTANGULAR MIRROR

BELGIAN AND ENGLISH
MEDIUM PLANTERS





OPEN PEDESTALS

Our open pedestals are available in two sizes, and are made from high quality steel 
with a solid metal top which is then galvanised. They can be used as a stand for our 
large and small candle lanterns,  Leaf balls and Artichokes. The open design allows 

you to see through them, which gives a much softer appearance than a solid pedestal 
base.  You can place items inside the bottom or plant inside the pedestal for effect.

 OP01-90 40x40x90   15kg  £295
 OP01-120 50x50x120   20kg  £345

DECORATIVE OBJECTS



ROUND OBELISKS
These beautiful obelisks offer the perfect solution for training a 

climbing Rose or Clematis when there is no supporting wall. 
The plants will happily climb up the structure to give you height in 

the garden. Perfect for the vegetable garden for 
Sweet Peas and Climbing Beans. 

Small  43cm dia. x 190cm H Weight 13kg  £275
Large  63cm dia. x 250cm H Weight 19kg £375



Pictured Right:

Small, Medium 
and Large 
Ravello Planters 
with the Small 
Round Obelisk



Pictured Left:
Two Small 
Sienna Round 
Planters & The 
Arras Bench



ARRAS FURNITURE
Finally after many years of research and development we are proud 

to introduce our own range of beautiful garden furniture. The design 
is a reproduction of the traditional garden furniture made in the 

Town of Arras in France during the 17th and 18th Century. 
Following the tradition with the ‘Hoof” feet the chairs and tables 

are made with the same curved iron for comfort and longevity. All 
the furniture in this range is galvanised and then finished with our 
unique patina that will age over time. The Arras range is made to 

order, so please allow approximatley eight weeks for delivery.

Dining Chair 45x52x78cm  Weight 11kg £495
Carver Chair 64x62x76cm  Weight 22kg £895
Bistro Table 60 dia. x 72cm H Weight 9kg £495
Dining Table 100 dia. x 72cm H Weight 21kg £1295
Arras Bench 188x62x82cm  Weight 38kg £1995

Pictured Right:
Four Dining 
Chairs & The 
Bistro Table



Four Carver 
Chairs 
& Dining Table



DINING SET OPTIONS
 Two Dining Chairs & Bistro Table £1345
 Four Dining Chairs & Dining Table £2995
 Two Carver Chairs & Bistro Table £1995
 Four Carver Chairs & Dining Table £4250
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